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Jasper is a European corporate lawyer turned transformation leader for McKinsey & Company in Australia and New Zealand. He boasts 15 
years successful track record of transforming and adding value to large blue-chip organisations across industries and continents. His 
background in law and sociology allows him to act as thought-partner, coach, and challenger of successful senior executives with the ability 
to influence impactful outcomes across entire organisations. Despite/thanks to his occasional ‘Dutch directness’, he is an effective 
communicator, highly analytical, pragmatic, and personable. 

His areas of specialisation are strategy2execution, value-capture from digital and traditional transformations and post-merger integrations, 
culture change, future of work, talent to value, delivery and implementation of 18-24 months performance and culture transformations. 

Before starting his consulting career, Jasper specialised in corporate law which includes negotiating and advising on high profile cross-
border transactions for blue chip clients. He holds master degrees in law and sociology, and an MBA from the Australian Graduate
School of Management of UNSW. Jasper is married with 3 children and lives in beautiful Queenstown, New Zealand.

• Orchestrator of 15+ large-scale performance and culture 
transformations and turnarounds for blue chip companies achieving 
~25-100% profit improvements in <2 years, bringing a performance 
and innovation culture, changing leadership styles, and mobilising 
thousands of employees around ambitious aspirations 

• Broad industry experience across fintech, retail, manufacturing, 
agriculture, telecom, banking, mining, oil & gas, and advanced 
technology and industries:

• AU/NZ client: Performance and culture transformation for a $3bn+ 
national leading retailer: achieved 120% of aspirational plan in 18 
months resulting in highest operating profit, dividend and share 
price in last five years and delivered real behavioural change from 
CEO to frontline, restructured the org in an agile operating model, 
and aligned talent to value for future growth

• AU/NZ client: Global turnaround for 20,000+ FTE dairy company 
resulting in a two-year $1+ billion international transformation 
across 4,000 initiatives reversing structural 7% opex increase trend

to achieve 40% EBIT lift after 12 months and capability building for 
2000+ employees and leaders

• European client: Innovation and growth program for advanced 
industries player under strategic pressure. On target to deliver 
incremental value of EUR 500m <24 months

• Chinese client: Digital transformation for electronics manufacturing 
services company with 50,000 employees across strategy, top line 
performance, operational improvement, innovation culture and IIOT 
architecture

• Jasper built a 80 FTE global transformation analyst team for 
McKinsey transformations based out of India focused on generating 
insights from transformation data

• For New Zealand’s Prime Minister’s Business Advisory Council, 
Jasper authored the main report on the implications of the future of 
work: A Future That Works: Harnessing automation for a more 
productive and skilled New Zealand.


